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Abstract—This paper considers the problem of localising a
stationary signal source using a team of mobile agents which
only take binary measurements. Background false detection rates
and missed detection probabilities are incorporated into the
framework. A Bayesian estimation algorithm that discretises the
search environment is employed, and analytical convergence and
consistency results for this are derived. Fisher Information is
then used as a metric for the design of optimal agent geometries.
Knowledge of the probability of detection as a function of the
source and agent locations is assumed in the analysis, with special
attention given to range-dependent functions. The behaviour
of the algorithm under inexact knowledge of the probability
of detection is also analysed. Finally, simulation results are
presented to demonstrate the effectiveness of the algorithm.
I. INTRODUCTION
Source localisation involves estimating the location of a signal
source using measurements from a set of available sensors.
Regardless of its type, a single bit constitutes the minimum
amount of information that can be extracted from a signal. For
example, when dealing with chemical or radiological sources,
this may correspond to detecting the presence or absence of
particles of interest [1], [2]. In other situations, sensors may be
required to process raw measurement data locally and report
a binary outcome to a fusion centre [3], [4]. In general, any
continuous or discrete-valued signal can be converted into a
binary one via the use of a threshold. This is often desirable
for applications with limited resources, because binary data
demands less memory, communication bandwidth, and energy
from the agents involved [5]. In this paper, we specifically
consider the localisation of a stationary source using binary
measurements obtained from a team of mobile agents.
Consistent with standard practice, the measurements are
treated as random variables taking values in {0, 1}, to capture
the effects of sensor noise and environmental uncertainty.
Given suitable models for the signal propagation and sensors,
the probability of obtaining a detection (i.e. of measuring a
1) becomes a well-defined function of the source and agent
locations. See [1], [5]–[8] and Section VI of this paper for
specific examples of such functions constructed for different
types of signals and sensors. A novel aspect of our analysis is
that it assumes an arbitrary probability-of-detection function,
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subject to mild conditions. Thus, the algorithms and results in
the paper apply to a large class of measurement models and
localisation scenarios. The probability-of-detection function is
initially assumed to be fully known, but this is later relaxed
by analysing the performance of the algorithm when only an
envelope for this function is known. Background false detec-
tion rates and missed detection probabilities are incorporated
naturally into our framework.
Both Bayesian and classical parameter estimation techniques
have been applied to solve the source localisation problem.
We adopt the former, which has the advantage of incorporating
prior knowledge about the source location, and of maintaining
an entire posterior probability distribution rather than just a
single estimate. Furthermore, a Bayesian framework permits
the recursive addition of new measurements to update the
posterior, without reprocessing past measurements. A disad-
vantage of this approach is that every iteration requires the
computation of integrals that, in general, have no analytic
solution. We obtain a tractable approximation by discretis-
ing the exploration region, thereby replacing the integrals
with sums and generating a discrete posterior instead of a
continuous one. This technique is well-known, however we
believe the accompanying analysis to be novel. In particular,
we explicitly consider the effects of finite discretisation by
identifying points at which the discrete posterior is guaranteed
to vanish asymptotically, and establish a relationship between
the decay and Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence. The analysis
leads directly to conditions on measurement locations that
guarantee sufficient information is being extracted by the
agents. We then extend this by choosing measurement loca-
tions to maximise the determinant of the Fisher Information
Matrix (FIM) [9, Section 4.3.3.1]. This is a widely adopted
performance criterion known as D-optimality [10]. Focusing
on the case where the probability of detection depends solely
on distance, the resulting D-optimal geometries mirror the
results of [11] for range-only sensors. We then show how
the knowledge of these geometries can be exploited via a
control strategy by guiding the agents into formation about
an estimated source location.
Importance sampling is an alternative Bayesian technique
which uses random sampling to numerically evaluate the
required integrals [12, Chapter 14], [13]. The posterior is
approximated by a weighted set of samples or particles,
and well known results prove the convergence of this ap-
proximation to the true posterior as the number of particles
approaches infinity. In practice however, only a finite number
of particles can ever be used. In Section III-A, we establish
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2that importance sampling with a finite number of particles
can be treated as a special case of discretising the exploration
region, under the appropriate choice of discretisation points
and prior. Our approach is more general because it allows
the discretisation points to be chosen arbitrarily. Another key
difference is that we analyse convergence over time, using
only a finite number of particles. Particle filtering [13] extends
important sampling to estimate a time-varying state based
on an assumed dynamic model. Particle filtering does not fit
within the framework of this paper, because it requires the
particles to be propagated according to the dynamic model, and
re-sampled every time-step. However, when only a stationary
source is involved, nothing is gained by performing these
additional steps. Standard importance sampling/discretisation
therefore remains a more appropriate choice for the problem
at hand, and the simulation results in Section VI illustrate
this.
A preliminary version of the results presented in this paper
appeared in the conference proceedings [14], which developed
limited posterior convergence results focusing on two special
cases: measurements taken at a single location with an arbi-
trarily located source, and measurements taken at a periodic
sequence of locations assuming a source coincident with one
of the chosen discretisation points. In this journal paper, we
extend the latter to include an arbitrarily located source, and
strengthen all the results to almost-sure convergence. Other
new theoretical developments include the relationship with KL
divergence, D-optimal location optimisation, and the analysis
relating to inexact knowledge of the probability of detection.
We now present a brief review of other relevant works in
the literature, dividing them into Bayesian and classical ap-
proaches.
A Bayesian approach is adopted in [2] to localise a chemical
source using a single mobile agent which detects the presence
or absence of an odour. As in our own work, the search
region is discretised to approximate the posterior, however
a theoretical convergence analysis is not offered. Rather, the
focus of the paper is on a search strategy based on maximising
the rate of entropy reduction. Importance sampling is em-
ployed in [1] for source localisation with binary measurements,
using a propagation model based on turbulent dispersion in
the atmosphere. Their approach accommodates an unknown
particle release rate by using Rao-Blackwellisation [15] to
estimate it explicitly. The same Bayesian algorithm underpins
[1], [2], [15], and our own work. We emphasize that our
contribution is not to propose a new estimation algorithm,
but rather to provide a rigorous treatment of the inevitable
effects of discretisation, supplemented with numerical results.
A search for multiple stationary targets is considered in [16],
which considers a discrete environment to begin with, and
assumes the agents directly observe the occupancy state of
each cell with given false and missed detection probabili-
ties. Since binary measurements are typically generated by
means of a threshold, several works address the problem of
designing threshold levels. These include [7], which stud-
ies the best achievable localisation accuracy using a binary
sensor network, under a Gaussian plume propagation model.
Threshold levels and sensor placement are investigated using
the Bayesian Information Matrix (BIM), and the resulting
theoretical error bounds are compared with the performance of
the Metropolis-Hastings estimation algorithm. The tracking of
a moving source using binary measurements is considered in
[17], which uses particle filtering to estimate the source loca-
tion, and proposes a heuristic for adaptively designing sensor
threshold levels. This is extended to multi-bit measurements
in [18], which focuses on adaptively designing quantisation
thresholds based on the Bayesian Information Matrix.
Classical approaches treat the source location as a determin-
istic but unknown parameter, rather than a random variable.
They tend to focus on constructing estimators rather than
maintaining a probability distribution. A maximum likelihood
estimator is proposed in [6] for localising a diffusive source
using binary measurements. That algorithm seeks to estimate a
two-dimensional source location, time of signal emission, and
several other model parameters via Fisher Scoring, a modified
Newton method for maximising the likelihood function. Con-
vergence guarantees are obtained as the number of sensors
goes to infinity. Since each iteration requires reprocessing
the entire batch of measurements, [6] also proposes a real-
time approximate algorithm to avoid this. We compare the
complexity and numerical performance of these maximum
likelihood approaches with our own in Section VI. A set of
different estimators are constructed in [19] without the use of
any probability of detection model, but assuming noise free
detections. Such model independent approaches clearly require
less prior information, but typically display worse performance
[8]. As in the Bayesian case, the design of binary quantisation
thresholds based on the FIM is studied in [8]. Thresholds for
multi-bit quantisation are studied in [20], which also compares
the resulting theoretical error bounds with the performance of
the maximum likelihood estimator and a second estimator that
takes a weighted average of the sensor locations.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. The
problem is formulated mathematically in Section II. The
estimation algorithm is then developed and analysed in Section
III. Section IV derives D-optimal measurement locations, and
Section V considers the implications of having inexact knowl-
edge of the probability-of-detection function. A numerical
example and simulation results are presented in VI. Closing
remarks are then made in Section VII.
II. PROBLEM FORMULATION
For the remainder of this paper, we adopt the convention N =
{1, 2, ...} and define Nk := {1, ..., k}. We also use the notation
(ak)k∈N ⊂ A to denote ak ∈ A for all k ∈ N.
Consider a team of N agents exploring Rq , where q ∈ {2, 3}.
Let agent i have position xi(t) ∈ Rq , which evolves in
continuous time. We assume that all agents know their own
position with respect to the same co-ordinate frame, and are
equipped with identical sensors. The agents must search a
compact region S ⊂ Rq for a source located at s ∈ S.
Together, the team of agents take a sequence of measurements
3(dk)k∈N ⊂ {0, 1} at a corresponding sequence of locations
(ξk)k∈N ⊂ Rq . The measurement pairs (ξk, dk) are transmit-
ted in real-time to a fusion centre, where they are processed on
arrival. The subscripts k index the measurements according to
the order in which are processed by the fusion centre. Note that
the fusion centre is agnostic to the identity of the observing
agent. Thus ξk ∈ {xi(tk) | i ∈ NN}, where tk ≥ 0 denotes
the time at which reading dk was taken.
We model d1, d2, ... as random variables that are conditionally
independent of each other, given the source location. We
assume the probability of receiving a detection is a known
continuous function ` : Rq × Rq → (0, 1) of the source
and agent locations. Initially, we make no further assumptions
about `. Let `(Rq,Rq) ⊂ (0, 1) denote its image. Observe that
there is always some non-zero probability of failing to detect
the signal, as well as a non-zero background false detection
probability regardless of where the source is. Having defined
`, the probability of obtaining the reading dk from an agent
at position ξk when the source location is s, is given by the
likelihood function
g(dk | s; ξk) = `(s, ξk)dk [1− `(s, ξk)]1−dk . (1)
III. ESTIMATION OF SOURCE LOCATION
The estimation algorithm is developed in this section. We treat
s as a random variable, drawn from some prior distribution p0
over S. Bayesian techniques allow us to compute the posterior
probability density of s, given the history of measurements
d1:k := (d1, ..., dk) and corresponding agent poses ξ1:k =
(ξ1, ..., ξk). Bayes rule gives us a recursive description of this
posterior density
(2)
pk(s | d1:k; ξ1:k)
=
g(dk | s; ξk)pk−1(s | d1:k−1; ξ1:k−1)∫
S
g(dk | s′; ξk)pk−1(s′ | d1:k−1; ξ1:k−1)ds′
,
where the recursion is initialized with p0(s).
Although (2) is exact, the integrals involved do not, in general,
have a closed-form, analytic solution. In order to work with
arbitrary `, the posterior must be approximated, and (2)
computed numerically. To tackle this, we discretise S into a
finite set of distinct points C := {c1, ..., cM}, the elements of
which we refer to as centres. If it is known that s ∈ C, then
this yields a discrete version of the Bayes recursion (2),
pˆk(i | d1:k; ξ1:k) =
g(dk | ci; ξk)pˆk−1(i | d1:k−1; ξ1:k−1)
M∑
j=1
g(dk | cj ; ξk)pˆk−1(j | d1:k−1; ξ1:k−1)
,
(3)
which is initialized with a discrete prior pˆ0(i). Without loss
of generality, we assume pˆ0 : NM → (0, 1), noting that any ci
for which pˆ0(i) = 0 can simply be omitted. For the more
general case where s ∈ S is arbitrary, given a particular
choice of centres, we can define a set of cells C1, ..., CM ,
such that
1) each Ci ⊂ S is connected, and ci ∈ Ci for all i
2) S =
⋃M
i=1 Ci
3) Ci and Cj are interior disjoint for all i 6= j.
This lends the following interpretation to the discrete poste-
rior:
pˆk(i | d1:k; ξ1:k) ≈ Pr(s ∈ Ci | d1:k).
As an example, the centres and cells can be chosen to form
a grid or, more generally, a Voronoi diagram. Alternatively,
if the centres are sampled from a probability distribution, we
show below that this corresponds to importance sampling with
a finite number of particles under the appropriate choice of
pˆ0.
A. Relationship to importance sampling
Consider the posterior mean
sˆk =
∫
S
spk(s | d1:k; ξ1:k)ds.
This can be approximated numerically via
sˆk ≈ 1
M
M∑
i=1
si,
where each si ∼ pk(s | d1:k; ξ1:k). However, we do not have a
closed form expression for pk, so we are unable to sample from
it directly. Importance sampling assumes the ability to sample
from some other more convenient density φ : S → [0,∞),
known as the importance density. The importance density can
be arbitrary, but its support must contain the support of pk.
The expectation can then be computed according to
sˆk ≈
M∑
i=1
wˆikci,
where ci ∼ φ(s), and
wik =
pk(ci | d1:k; ξ1:k)
φ(ci)
, wˆik =
wi∑M
j=1 wj
.
Here, the ci are referred to as particles, and the wˆi as weights.
Note that wˆik is the normalized version of w
i
k. Recalling (2),
and defining
νk :=
∫
S
g(dk | s′; ξk)pk−1(s′ | d1:k−1; ξ1:k−1)ds′,
we see that
pk(ci | d1:k; ξ1:k) =
g(dk | ci; ξk)pk−1(ci | d1:k−1; ξ1:k−1)
νk
.
The un-normalized weights therefore obey the recursive rela-
tionship
wik =
g(dk | ci; ξk)pk−1(ci | d1:k−1; ξ1:k−1)
νkφ(ci)
=
g(dk | ci; ξk)
νk
wik−1.
4Applying the normalization,
wˆik =
g(dk | ci; ξk)wik−1
νk
M∑
j=1
g(dk | cj ; ξk)wjk−1
νk
=
g(dk | ci; ξk)wik−1
M∑
j=1
g(dk | cj ; ξk)wjk−1
.
Finally, letting Wk =
∑M
j=1 w
j
k, we see that
wˆik =
g(dk | ci; ξk)
wik−1
Wk−1
M∑
j=1
g(dk | cj ; ξk)
wjk−1
Wk−1
=
g(dk | ci; ξk)wˆik−1
M∑
j=1
g(dk | cj ; ξk)wˆjk−1
.
Noting that this recursion is identical to (3), we see that the
weight wˆik obeys the same update rule as pˆk(i | d1:k; ξ1:k).
The initial weights are given by
wˆi0 =
p0(ci)
φ(ci)
M∑
j=1
p0(cj)
φ(cj)
. (4)
In Section III, no assumption is made about how the centres are
chosen, and an arbitrary discrete prior is assumed. If we choose
the ci ∈ C by sampling from importance density, and initialize
pˆ0 = wˆ
i
0 above, then the discretised approach of Section III is
identical to importance sampling. Thus, importance sampling
with a finite number of particles becomes a special case of
discretisation. This is stated formally below.
Theorem III.1 (Importance Sampling). Let ci ∼ φ(s) for all
i ∈ NM , where φ : S → [0,∞) is a probability distribution
that satisfies
φ(s) = 0 =⇒ ∀k ≥ 0, pk(s | d1:k; ξ1:k) = 0.
Furthermore, for all i ∈ NM , let
pˆ0(i) =
p0(ci)
φ(ci)
M∑
j=1
p0(cj)
φ(cj)
.
Then pˆk(i | d1:k; ξ1:k) = wˆik for all i ∈ NM and all k ≥ 0.
B. Definitions of fundamental quantities
Informally, the requirement of posterior consistency means
that the posterior should become increasingly concentrated
about the source location as k →∞. A precise definition and
discussion of consistency can be found in [21, Section 4.1.1].
We adopt the following definition, specific to this problem.
Definition III.2 (Posterior Consistency). The posterior pˆk is
consistent if
s /∈ Ci =⇒ lim
k→∞
pˆk(i | d1:k; ξ1:k) = 0 a.s., (5)
where Ci is the cell corresponding to centre ci.
If the source does not lie on the boundary between two cells,
(5) is equivalent to
s ∈ Cj =⇒ lim
k→∞
pˆk(j | d1:k; ξ1:k) = 1 a.s..
The set
O :=
{
i ∈ NM | lim
k→∞
pˆk(i | d1:k; ξ1:k) = 0 a.s.
}
is of clear interest, because consistency is also equivalent to
O = {i ∈ NM | s /∈ Ci}. Note that for any pair of cells (i, j),
successive iterations of (3) up to time-step n gives us
pˆn(i | d1:n; ξ1:n)
pˆn(j | d1:n; ξ1:n)
=
pˆ0(i)
pˆ0(j)
n∏
k=1
g(dk | ci; ξk)
g(dk | cj ; ξk)
. (6)
We accordingly define the likelihood ratio
Z
(i,j)
k :=
g(dk | ci; ξk)
g(dk | cj ; ξk)
, (7)
which is the ratio of the probability of obtaining a reading
dk with the source at ci to the probability of obtaining it with
the source at cj . The expected value of the log-likelihood ratio
conditioned on the source location
µ
(i,j)
k := E
[
lnZ
(i,j)
k | s
]
(8)
=
1∑
d=0
ln
[
g(d | ci; ξk)
g(d | cj ; ξk)
]
g(d | s; ξk), (9)
will play a key role in the subsequent analysis. Note that the
value µ(i,j)k depends on ci, cj , s and ξk. Following from (9),
this relationship can be written as
µ
(i,j)
k = µ(`(ci, ξk), `(cj , ξk), `(s, ξk)), (10)
where µ : (0, 1)3 → R,
µ(x, y, z) := z ln
(
x
y
)
+ (1− z) ln
(
1− x
1− y
)
(11)
= ln
(
xz(1− x)(1−z)
yz(1− y)(1−z)
)
. (12)
In this problem, the expected log-likelihood ratio is intimately
related to the Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence D(P ||Q),
which is a measure of the information lost when using a
probability distribution Q to approximate another distribution
P [22, Section 2.1]. Define
K(s||x; ξk) := D
(
g(· | s; ξk)
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ g(· | x; ξk)) (13)
= −
1∑
d=0
g(d | s; ξk) ln
[
g(d | x; ξk)
g(d | s; ξk)
]
= −µ(`(x, ξk), `(s, ξk), `(s, ξk)),
which is the KL divergence [23, Equation (2.26)] between
the true conditional probability distribution for dk, and a
distribution which takes x ∈ Rq as the source location. Noting
the identity
µ(x, z, z)− µ(y, z, z) = µ(x, y, z), (14)
we obtain
µ
(i,j)
k = K(s||cj ; ξk)−K(s||ci; ξk). (15)
Now consider a sequence of measurements d = (d1, ..., dn)
taken at the corresponding locations ξ1:n = (ξ1, ..., ξn). The
5probability distribution of d, given source location s and
measurement locations ξ1:n ∈ Rnq , is
G(d | s; ξ1:n) =
n∏
k=1
g(dk | s; ξk). (16)
The extension of (13) to the distribution of a sequence of
measurements is then given by
K(s||x; ξ1:n) := D
(
G(· | s; ξ1:n)
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ G(· | x; ξ1:n)) (17)
=
n∑
k=1
K(s||x; ξk), (18)
which follows from the additivity property of KL divergence
for independent distributions (a corollary of [23, Theorem
2.5.3]). Thus
n∑
k=1
µ
(i,j)
k = K(s||cj ; ξ1:n)−K(s||ci; ξ1:n). (19)
C. General posterior convergence results
We now present the first theoretical results. We begin by
establishing sufficient conditions for pˆk(i | d1:k; ξ1:k) to decay
to zero at index i, as k →∞.
Theorem III.3. Let s ∈ S, and let (ξk)k∈N ⊂ Rq be a
bounded sequence of measurement locations. If there exists
a pair of cells (i, j) and some p > 12 such that
lim sup
n→∞
[
1
np
n∑
k=1
µ
(i,j)
k
]
< 0, (20)
then under recursion (3), pˆk(i | d1:k; ξ1:k)→ 0 almost surely
as k →∞.
Proof. Since we have assumed the co-domain of ` is (0, 1),
this implies
∀d ∈ {0, 1}, ∀s, ξ ∈ Rq, g(d | s; ξ) > 0. (21)
Recalling pˆ0(j) > 0 for all j, recursion (3) together with (21)
implies that pˆk(j | d1:k; ξ1:k) > 0 for all j ∈ NM and k ∈ N.
Thus (6) is well defined, and for any pair (i, j), we obtain
pˆn(i | d1:n; ξ1:n)
pˆn(j | d1:n; ξ1:n)
=
pˆ0(i)
pˆ0(j)
n∏
k=1
Z
(i,j)
k .
Since pˆn(j | d1:n; ξ1:n) ≤ 1, this yields the inequality
pˆn(i | d1:n; ξ1:n) ≤
pˆ0(i)
pˆ0(j)
n∏
k=1
Z
(i,j)
k . (22)
Note that Z(i,j)1 , Z
(i,j)
2 , ..., are independent random variables
because our measurements are independent. We also know
s, c1, ..., cM ∈ S, where S ⊂ Rq is compact. Furthermore,
the sequence ξ1, ξ2, ... is bounded, and therefore never leaves
some compact subset X ⊂ Rq . Since ` : Rq × Rq → (0, 1)
is continuous, it attains a minimum and maximum on S ×X
[30, Theorem 4.16]. Let
`1 := max `(S,X) < 1 and `0 := min `(S,X) > 0. (23)
Then (1) implies
(24)α := min
{
`0
`1
,
1− `1
1− `0
}
≤ g(dk | ci; ξk)
g(dk | cj ; ξk)
≤ max
{
`1
`0
,
1− `0
1− `1
}
=:β
for all i, j, k. Thus for all i, j, k,
0 < α ≤ Z(i,j)k ≤ β. (25)
Now if condition (20) holds for some pair (i, j) and p > 12 ,
then by definition
lim sup
n→∞
1
np
n∑
k=1
E
[
lnZ
(i,j)
k
]
< 0,
and applying the result of Lemma A.3,
∏n
k=1 Zk → 0 a.s.
as n → ∞. Equation (22) then implies pˆn(i | d1:n; ξ1:n) →
0 a.s..
Remark III.1. This result is similar to [14, Theorem 1], which
establishes convergence in probability of pˆk(i | d1:k; ξ1:k) for
p = 12 . Strengthening the requirement to p >
1
2 allows us to
obtain almost sure convergence.
Theorem III.3 provides us with a sufficient condition ensuring
that a cell index i ∈ O, and this condition requires finding an
index j for which
∑
k µ
(i,j)
k diverges at a sufficient rate.
Remark III.2. Noting (19), if a pair (i, j) satisfy condi-
tion (20), then approximating the source location with cj
would asymptotically result in a lower KL divergence from
G(d1, d2... | s; ξ1, ξ2, ...) than approximating the source with
ci.
If the true source location coincides with some centre, Theo-
rem III.3 enables us to state a condition on the measurement
location sequence ξ1, ξ2, ... that guarantees posterior consis-
tency.
Theorem III.4 (Posterior Consistency). Let (ξk)k∈N ⊂ Rq be
bounded, and let C = {c1, ..., cM} ⊂ S. Suppose cj = s for
some j ∈ NM . If ∀i 6= j, ∃p > 12 such that
lim inf
n→∞
1
np
n∑
k=1
(`(s, ξk)− `(ci, ξk))2 > 0, (26)
then pˆk(j | d1:k; ξ1:k)→ 1 a.s..
Proof. For any x ∈ Rq , the total variation distance between
distributions g(·|s, ξk) and g(·|x, ξk) is given by
sup
d∈{0,1}
|g(d|s, ξk)− g(d|x, ξk)|= |`(s, ξk)− `(x, ξk)|.
Pinsker’s inequality [33, Lemma 2.5] is a lower bound on KL
divergence, which then yields
K(s||x; ξk) ≥ 2(`(s, ξk)− `(x, ξk))2.
By assumption cj = s, which implies K(s||cj ; ξk) = 0 for
any ξk. Thus, (18) and (19) imply that for all n ∈ N and
i ∈ NM ,
n∑
k=1
µ
(i,j)
k = −K(s||ci; ξ1:n) ≤ −
n∑
k=1
2(`(s, ξk)− `(ci, ξk))2,
6which in turn implies
lim sup
n→∞
1
np
n∑
k=1
µ
(i,j)
k ≤ lim sup
n→∞
−2
np
n∑
k=1
(`(s, ξk)− `(ci, ξk))2
= − lim inf
n→∞
2
np
n∑
k=1
(`(s, ξk)− `(ci, ξk))2.
If for all i 6= j, there exists p > 12 such that (26) holds, then the
LHS of the above inequality is strictly negative. Theorem III.3
then implies pˆk(i | d1:k; ξ1:k)→ 0 a.s. for all i 6= j. Since pˆk
is a probability distribution, this implies pˆk(j | d1:k; ξ1:k)→ 1
a.s..
Remark III.3. If `(ci, ξk) = `(s, ξk), then having the source
at ci yields the same probability of detection at ξk, as if
the source was at s. Thus, ci cannot be distinguished from
s using measurements taken at ξk. Condition (26) ensures
the agents take readings sufficiently often at locations which
provide enough information to distinguish between cells.
Next, we consider what happens when the source does not
coincide with any centre.
D. Posterior convergence under periodic location se-
quences
Analysing the general case where s /∈ C is difficult when
considering completely arbitrary agent location sequences. We
therefore restrict our attention to those that are periodic. Many
bounded sequences of practical interest are either periodic,
or converge to one that is. Furthermore, the effectiveness of
any finite sequence ξ1, ..., ξn can be analysed by considering
a periodic sequence for which ξ1, ..., ξn constitutes a single
period.
Definition III.5. A sequence (ξk)k∈N is n-periodic for n ∈ N
iff ξk = ξk+n for all k.
Examples of this include
i) a single agent moving in a periodic trajectory, taking
measurements at the same locations every n time-steps
ii) a team of n agents remaining stationary, and taking
measurements in a fixed order.
Any n-periodic location sequence is fully specified by the
vector ξ1:n = (ξ1, ..., ξn) ∈ Rnq . For n-periodic trajectories,∑n
k=1 µ
(i,j)
k < 0 is a sufficient condition for (20).
Remark III.4. The assumption of n-periodicity can be weak-
ened. Partition an arbitrary sequence ξ1, ξ2, ... into blocks of
some fixed length L ∈ N, and permute the measurement order
within these blocks. This has no effect on condition (20). Thus,
if there exists such permutation which yields an n-periodic
sequence, the results of this section (and Section V-A) apply
without modification to the original sequence.
Equation (19) then implies that, in the limit, the algorithm
selects the indices of centres which, when treated as the source
location, minimise KL divergence from the true measurement
probability distribution. This is stated precisely below.
Theorem III.6. Let s ∈ S and let (ξk)k∈N ⊂ Rq be n-
periodic for some n ∈ N. Then
Oc ⊂ arg min
i∈NM
K(s||ci; ξ1:n) =: B. (27)
Proof. Consider any index i /∈ B. By definition, for any j ∈ B,
we have
K(s||ci; ξ1:n) > K(s||cj ; ξ1:n),
which implies
∑n
k=1 µ
(i,j)
k < 0 by (19). Since (ξk)k∈N is n-
periodic,
∀m ∈ N,
m∑
k=1
µ
(i,j)
k =
⌊m
n
⌋ n∑
k=1
µ
(i,j)
k +
m mod n∑
k=1
µ
(i,j)
k .
Note that limm→∞m−1bmn c = 1n and (m mod n) < n for
any m. Therefore,
lim
m→∞
1
m
m∑
k=1
µ
(i,j)
k
= lim
m→∞
(
bmn c
m
n∑
k=1
µ
(i,j)
k +
1
m
m mod n∑
k=1
µ
(i,j)
k
)
=
1
n
n∑
k=1
µ
(i,j)
k < 0.
Thus (20) is satisfied using p = 1, and pˆk(i | d1:k; ξ1:k) → 0
a.s. by Theorem III.3, which by definition implies i ∈ O. We
have shown Bc ⊂ O, which is equivalent to Oc ⊂ B.
Remark III.5. Equation (27) reveals that the posterior may fail
to decay to zero only at indices which minimise K(s||ci; ξ1:n).
The centres corresponding to these indices are solutions to
arg minx∈C K(s||x; ξ1:n). They can be considered approxi-
mate solutions to
arg min
x∈S
K(s||x; ξ1:n), (28)
where the optimisation now takes place over the entire search
region instead of the finite set C.
The problem (28) is more amenable to analysis, as it does
not depend on the choice of centres in C, and its solution set
provides us with additional insight.
Proposition III.7. Given ξ1, ..., ξn ∈ Rq and s ∈ S,
min
x∈S
K(s||x; ξ1:n) = 0, and
arg min
x∈S
K(s||x; ξ1:n) =
n⋂
k=1
{x ∈ S | `(x, ξk) = `(s, ξk)} := A.
(29)
Therefore, s ∈ arg min
x∈S
K(s||x; ξ1:n).
Proof. Here we exploit the properties of KL divergence stated
in [23, Theorem 2.6.3]. Since KL divergence is non-negative,
we have K(s||x; ξ1:n) ≥ 0 for all x. From (16),
p(d | s; ξ1:n) =
n∏
k=1
`(s, ξk)
dk [1− `(s, ξk)]1−dk .
7If x ∈ A, then `(x, ξk) = `(s, ξk) for all k ∈ Nn, which
implies p(d | s; ξ1:n) = p(d | x; ξ1:n) for all d ∈ {0, 1}n.
Recalling (17), this implies K(s||x; ξ1:n) = 0.
Recalling (18), if K(s||x; ξ1:n) = 0, then K(s||x; ξk) = 0 for
all k ∈ Nn. According to the definition (13), this holds if and
only if
∀k ∈ Nn, ∀d ∈ {0, 1}, g(d | s, ξk) = g(d | x; ξk).
Finally referring to (1), choosing d = 1 implies `(s, ξk) =
`(x, ξk) for all k ∈ Nn, and therefore x ∈ A.
Thus (28) contains only the candidate locations that are
indistinguishable from the source based on the entire history of
measurements (see Remark III.3). Given this characterisation,
it is obviously desirable to define the n-periodic sequence
ξk∈N by choosing ξ1, ..., ξn such that A = {s}. This is a
useful requirement to impose when planning agent trajectories,
as it guarantees there is sufficient information available from
the measurements to uniquely identify the source.
Remark III.6. Observe that A ⊂ Rq is the solution set of
n simultaneous non-linear equations. Therefore if n > q,
typically only mild conditions on the measurement location
geometry are required to guarantee A = {s}. Such conditions
are developed in Section III-E for the case in which the
probability of detection is purely a function of distance from
the source.
If A = {s} and s ∈ C, the posterior is consistent and
estimation algorithm will eventually unambiguously identify
the source index.
Corollary III.8. Let (ξk)k∈N ⊂ Rq be n-periodic, and let
C = {c1, ..., cM} ⊂ S. Suppose cj = s for some j ∈ NM . If
A = {s}, then pˆk(j | d1:k; ξ1:k)→ 1 a.s..
Proof. Suppose A = {s} = {cj} =
arg minx∈S K(s||x; ξ1:n). Since cj ∈ C ⊂ S, we have
B = {cj}. The centres are distinct and thus for all i 6= j,
ci /∈ B, which implies i ∈ O by Theorem III.6. Since pˆk is
a probability distribution, this implies pˆk(j | d1:k; ξ1:k) → 1
a.s..
If A = {s} but s does not coincide with the centres, the
support of the posterior (in the limit) will contain approxi-
mations to s in C that yield the lowest KL divergence from
G(· | s, ξ1:n).
Remark III.7. Note that cells having the lowest K value do
not necessarily coincide with the centres closest to the source:
‖s− cj‖≤ ‖s− ci‖ 6=⇒ K(s||cj ; ξ1:n) ≤ K(s||ci; ξ1:n).
According to the remark above, if the cells are based on
the Voronoi decomposition of S, there is no guarantee of
consistency (with respect to Definition III.2) when s /∈ C.
However, simulation results in Section VI indicate that the
estimation procedure still performs well when the centres are
chosen in a grid.
E. Range dependent probability of detection
In many scenarios, the probability of detection will be purely
a function of the distance from the source to an agent. We
can then say ` is of the form `(x, ξ) = ρ(‖x − ξ‖), where
ρ : [0,∞)→ (0, 1). Typically ρ will be strictly decreasing, and
therefore injective. We now consider the application of the
previous results to this case.
We begin by examining the consistency requirement (26) for
a general measurement location sequence in Theorem III.4,
when the source coincides with some centre.
Lemma III.9. Let s ∈ S, let (ξk)k∈N ⊂ Rq be a
bounded sequence, and assume `(x, ξ) = ρ(‖x − ξ‖), where
ρ : [0,∞)→ (0, 1) is continuous and injective. Then
∀δ > 0, ∃ ∈ (0, 1),
|‖ξk − s‖−‖ξk − ci‖| ≥ δ =⇒ |`(s, ξk)− `(ci, ξk)|≥ .
Proof. Let z := sup{‖ξk − c‖| k ∈ N, c ∈ C ∪ {s}} < ∞,
and let D := ρ([0, z]). Let ρ¯ : [0, z]→ D, ρ¯(r) = ρ(r), which
is a bijection because ρ is injective. By [30, Theorem 4.17],
ρ¯−1 is continuous and therefore,
(30)∀l1, l2 ∈ D, ∀δ > 0, ∃ > 0,
|l1 − l2|<  =⇒ |ρ¯−1(l1)− ρ¯−1(l2)|< δ.
Now for any ri ∈ [0, z], li = ρ¯(ri) ∈ D. Therefore (30)
implies
∀r1, r2 ∈ [0, z], ∀δ > 0, ∃ > 0,
|ρ¯(r1)− ρ¯(r2)|<  =⇒ |r1 − r2|< δ,
which is in turn equivalent to
(31)∀r1, r2 ∈ [0, z], ∀δ > 0, ∃ > 0,
|r1 − r2|≥ δ =⇒ |ρ¯(r1)− ρ¯(r2)|≥ .
The image of ρ¯ is contained in (0, 1), which implies  ∈ (0, 1).
Now ‖ξk − s‖, ‖ξk − ci‖∈ [0, z] by definition of z, and
therefore ρ¯(‖ξk−s‖) = `(s, ξk) and ρ¯(‖ξk−ci‖) = `(ci, ξk).
Thus choosing r1 = ‖ξk − s‖ and r2 = ‖ξk − ci‖ in (31)
completes the proof.
Remark III.8. Referring to the Lemma above, condition (26)
is met for a particular cell i if |‖ξk − s‖−‖ξk − ci‖| ≥ δ
occurs sufficiently often for the same δ > 0. A simple way
to guarantee this holds for every ci 6= s is to make sure the
location sequence does not travel in (or converge to) a straight
line indefinitely.
We now turn our attention to periodic locations sequences,
allowing s ∈ S to be arbitrary. As discussed in Section III-D,
the basic requirement for an n-periodic location sequence is
to ensure A = {s}. If enough readings are taken at location
ξ, then the probability of detection `(s, ξ) can be estimated
from the ratio of hits to misses. When ρ is injective, this
probability of detection can be mapped back to place ξ at
8a unique distance from s. This suggests a strategy akin to
trilateration will ensure s is the unique solution to (28), and
the result below confirms our intuition. Let aff(X) denote the
affine hull of some X ⊂ Rq .
Proposition III.10. Let s ∈ S ⊂ Rq , where q ∈ {2, 3}. Let
ξ1, ..., ξn ∈ S and let ` be of the form `(x, ξ) = ρ(‖x −
ξ‖), where ρ : [0,∞)→ (0, 1) is continuous and injective. If
dim aff({ξ1, ..., ξn}) = q, then
A :=
n⋂
k=1
{x ∈ S | `(x, ξk) = `(s, ξk)} = {s}.
Proof. Since ρ is injective,
A =
n⋂
k=1
{x ∈ S | ρ(‖x− ξk‖) = ρ(‖s− ξk‖)}
=
n⋂
k=1
{x ∈ S | ‖x− ξk‖= ‖s− ξk‖},
which is the intersection of n spheres in S ⊂ Rq . For their
intersection to be unique, it is sufficient for three of the ξk
to not be collinear when q = 2, and four of the ξk to not be
coplanar when q = 3.
IV. D-OPTIMAL MEASUREMENT LOCATIONS
As noted in Remark III.6, the requirement that A = {s} typi-
cally imposes only mild constraints on the geometry of an n-
periodic measurement location sequence if n > q. While this
guarantees there is sufficient information available to uniquely
identify the source, it makes no claim to optimality. In this
section, we first attempt to optimise the measurement locations
with respect to the determinant of the Bayesian Information
Matrix (BIM) [9, Section 4.3.3.2]. The inverse of the BIM is
the Bayesian Cramer-Rao bound, a lower bound on the MSE
of any estimator1. Thus, maximising the BIM determinant
minimises a lower bound on the volume of the estimator’s
concentration ellipsoids [9, Section 4.3.2.1].
Recall we have a team of N agents, and suppose they each
report one measurement in a fixed sequence every N time-
steps. Consider the following question: given the information
(ξk, dk)k∈Nn received up to time n, what are the D-optimal
agent locations Ξ := (ξ+1 , ..., ξ
+
N ) ∈ RNq at which to take the
next N measurements d+ := (d+1 , ..., d
+
N ) ∈ {0, 1}N?
The joint probability distribution for d+ and s conditioned on
the information received is given by
p(d+, s | d1:n; ξ1:n,Ξ) = G(d+ | s; Ξ)pn(s | d1:N ; ξ1:N ),
where G is defined in (16). The Bayesian information matrix
for estimating s from d+, given the information received up
to time n, is then
Jn(Ξ) := −E
[∇2s ln p(d+, s | d1:n; ξ1:n,Ξ) | d1:n] .
1subject to the bias conditions in [9, Equation (4.522)].
Let Xn ⊂ RNq denote the feasible set of agent locations
at time n (which may, for example, incorporate motion con-
straints). Solving
ξn+1:n+N = arg max
Ξ∈Xn
det Jn(Ξ) (32)
yields D-optimal locations for the next N measurements.
Although [24], [25] provide a recursive method for computing
the BIM numerically, the problem (32) is non-convex and ob-
taining a direct solution to it is intractable. Instead, we propose
a relaxed version of the problem that optimises the classical
Fisher Information Matrix (FIM). Analytical solutions to the
relaxed problem can be derived under additional assumptions.
The BIM can be written as
(33)Jn(Ξ) = E [J (s; Ξ) | d1:n] + J	n (d1:n, ξ1:n),
where
J	n (d1:n, ξ1:n) := −E
[∇2s ln pn(s | d1:n; ξ1:n) | d1:n]
is the contribution of the information information already
received, and
J (s; Ξ) = −E [∇2s lnG(d+ | s; Ξ) | s]
= −E
[
∇2s
N∑
k=1
ln g(d+k | s; ξ+k ) | s
]
= −
N∑
k=1
E
[∇2s ln g(d+k | s; ξ+k ) | s] .
is the classical FIM conditioned on the source location [9,
Equation (4.515)]. Note that both J	n (d1:n, ξ1:n) and J (s; Ξ)
are symmetric positive semi-definite [9, (4.519), (4.393)].
It then follows from the Minkowski determinant inequality
that
det Jn(Ξ) ≥ detE [J (s; Ξ) | d1:n] + det J	n (d1:n, ξ1:n)
≈ detJ (sˆn; Ξ) + det J	n (d1:n, ξ1:n), (34)
where
sˆn := E[s | d1:n]
represents the mean of the posterior pn. Since the second term
of (34) does not depend on Ξ,
ξn+1:n+N = arg max
Ξ∈Xn
detJ (sˆn; Ξ), (35)
is a relaxation of (32) that chooses measurement locations to
maximise the determinant of the FIM evaluated at the expected
source location. The FIM has the structure
J (s; Ξ) =
N∑
k=1
J(s; ξ+k ), (36)
where
J(s; ξk) := −E
[∇2s ln g(dk | s; ξk)] (37)
=
∇s`(s, ξk)∇s`(s, ξk)>
`(s, ξk)[1− `(s, ξk)]
. (38)
is the FIM for a single reading taken at ξk. Equation (38) is de-
rived in Appendix B. We exploit this structure below to obtain
an analytic solution to (35) for a range-dependent probability
of detection, under particular distance constraints.
9A. Range dependent probability of detection
An expression for the FIM as a function of the source and
agent locations is derived below, assuming the probability of
detection is a smooth function of distance. We focus on local-
isation in the plane, letting s = (s1, s2) and ξk = (ξk,1, ξk,2).
Proposition IV.1 (Fisher Information Matrix). Let s ∈ S ⊂
R2, and assume `(s, ξ) = ρ(‖s − ξ‖), where ρ : [0,∞) →
(0, 1) is continuously differentiable. Let ξ1:N ∈ R2N be such
that, ∀k ∈ NN , ξk 6= s. Define
rk := ‖s− ξk‖, θk := atan2(ξk,2 − s2, ξk,1 − s1).
Then
J (s; ξ1:N ) =
N∑
k=1
ρ′(rk)2
ρ(rk)[1− ρ(rk)]
[
cos2(θk)
sin(2θk)
2
sin(2θk)
2 sin
2(θk)
]
.
(39)
Proof. Since `(s, ξk) = ρ(rk), it follows from the chain rule
that
∇s`(s, ξk) = ρ′(rk)∇srk.
Equation (38) then implies
J(s; ξk) =
ρ′(rk)2
ρ(rk)[1− ρ(rk)]∇srk∇sr
>
k .
Now ∇srk = s− ξk
rk
, and note ξk 6= s ⇐⇒ rk > 0. By
definition of θk,
ξk − s = rk
[
cos θk
sin θk
]
, and therefore ∇srk = −
[
cos θk
sin θk
]
for
rk > 0. Thus
J(s; ξk) =
ρ′(rk)2
ρ(rk)[1− ρ(rk)]
[
cos2(θk)
sin(2θk)
2
sin(2θk)
2 sin
2(θk)
]
, (40)
and applying (36) yields (39).
We now derive conditions for an optimal geometry, under
the constraint that the agents be equidistant from the source
location. Letting r := r1 = . . . = rN > 0, the FIM
becomes
J (s; ξ1:N ) =
ρ′(r)2
ρ(r)[1− ρ(r)]
n∑
k=1
[
cos2(θk)
sin(2θk)
2
sin(2θk)
2 sin
2(θk)
]
.
(41)
It is clear from (41) that the optimal angles and radius can
now be chosen independently.
Theorem IV.2 (Optimal Sensor Geometry). Assume s ∈ S ⊂
R2, and let `(s, ξ) = ρ(‖s− ξ‖), where ρ : [0,∞)→ (0, 1) is
continuously differentiable. Constrain
ξ1:N ∈ R2N to be such that
∀k,m ∈ NN , ‖ξk − s‖= ‖ξm − s‖> 0. (42)
Define θk := atan2(ξk,2 − s2, ξk,1 − s1) and r := ‖ξ1 − s‖.
1) For any fixed r > 0, detJ (s; ξ1:N ) is maximised if and
only if
N∑
k=1
cos(2θk) = 0 and
N∑
k=1
sin(2θk) = 0. (43)
2) Apply the additional constraint r ∈ [r1, r2] for some 0 <
r1 ≤ r2. Then for any fixed θ1, ..., θN , detJ (s; ξ1:N ) is
maximised if and only if
r ∈ arg max
x∈[r1,r2]
ρ′(x)2
ρ(x)[1− ρ(x)] . (44)
3) Optimising jointly over θ1, ..., θN ∈ R and r ∈ [r1, r2],
detJ (s; ξ1:N ) is maximised if and only if (43) and (44)
both hold.
Proof. Under the constraint (42),
detJ (s; ξ1:N )
=
ρ′(r)2
ρ(r)[1− ρ(r)] det
(
N∑
k=1
[
cos2(θk)
sin(2θk)
2
sin(2θk)
2 sin
2(θk)
])
(45)=
ρ′(r)2
ρ(r)[1− ρ(r)] det
(
N∑
k=1
[
cos2(θk)
sin(2θk)
2
sin(2θk)
2 sin
2(θk)
]
>
)
,
which has a form identical to the Fisher Informa-
tion determinant for range-only measurements [11, Equa-
tion (13)]. It is also implied by [11, Theorem 2] that
det
 N∑
k=1
[
cos2(θk)
sin(2θk)
2
sin(2θk)
2 sin
2(θk)
]> is maximised if and only
if (43) is satisfied, and this proves Statement 1. The coefficient
ρ′(r)2
ρ(r)[1− ρ(r)] is a continuous function of r, and this guaran-
tees the existence of a maximum on [r1, r2]. Statements 2 and
3 then follow immediately from (45).
Remark IV.1. A particular type of geometry that satisfies
condition (43) is to have the agents spaced out at equal angles
about the source. This result is stated in [11, Proposition 2].
Other types geometries satisfying (43) can also be found in
the same work.
The above result identifies optimal measurement locations
with respect to the Fisher Information determinant, given
the source location s. In practice, of course, s is unknown.
However, as emphasized at the beginning of Section IV, an
approximate solution to (32) can be generated by optimising
the Fisher Information determinant evaluated at the expected
source location. For some 0 < r1 ≤ r2, let the feasible set at
time n be
Xn = {ξ1:N | ∀k,m ∈ NN , ‖ξk−sˆn‖= ‖ξm−sˆn‖∈ [r1, r2]}.
It follows directly from Theorem IV.2 that an exact solution
to (35) is given by
∀k ∈ NN , ξn+k = sˆn + r
[
cos θk
sin θk
]
, (46)
where r, θ1, ..., θN satisfy (43) - (44).
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V. INEXACT KNOWLEDGE OF PROBABILITY OF DETECTION
In practice, the probability-of-detection function ` will not be
known completely. Suppose that, instead, we have knowledge
of a continuous function ˆ` : Rq × Rq → (0, 1) that satis-
fies
∀s,x ∈ Rq, ˆ`(s,x) ≥ `(s,x). (47)
That is, ˆ` is an envelope for `. If the algorithm uses ˆ` in place
of ` when computing (3), the corresponding version of the
likelihood function is
gˆ(dk | s; ξk) = ˆ`(s, ξk)dk
[
1− ˆ`(s, ξk)
]1−dk
. (48)
By the same argument as (6), it is clear the convergence of
the posterior depends on the ratio
Zˆ
(i,j)
k :=
gˆ(dk | ci; ξk)
gˆ(dk | cj ; ξk)
, (49)
the logarithm of which has expected value
µˆ
(i,j)
k = E
[
ln Zˆ
(i,j)
k | s
]
(50)
= µ(ˆ`(ci, ξk),
ˆ`(cj , ξk), `(s, ξk)). (51)
We emphasize that this expectation is taken with respect to
the true distribution g(· | s; ξk), and remind the reader that
µ is defined in (11). The KL divergence originally defined in
(17) now generalizes to
K(s, ` || x, ˆ`; ξ1:n) := D
(
G(· | s; ξ1:n)
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ Gˆ(· | x; ξ1:n))
(52)
= −
n∑
k=1
µ(ˆ`(x, ξk), `(s, ξk), `(s, ξk)),
(53)
where Gˆ(d | s; ξ1:n) =
∏n
k=1 gˆ(dk | s; ξk). Using property
(14), we then obtain
n∑
k=1
µˆ
(i,j)
k =
n∑
k=1
µ(ˆ`(ci, ξk),
ˆ`(cj , ξk), `(s, ξk)) (54)
= K(s, ` || cj , ˆ`; ξ1:n)−K(s, ` || ci, ˆ`; ξ1:n).
(55)
Remark V.1. When ˆ` 6= `, the convergence result in Theorem
III.3 holds when µ(i,j)k is replaced with µˆ
(i,j)
k . Similarly,
Theorem III.6 holds when K(s||x; ξ1:n) is replaced with
K(s, ` || x, ˆ`; ξ1:n).
A. Periodic Measurement Location Sequences
Once again, we restrict attention to n-periodic agent location
sequences. In general, according to Theorem III.6 and Remark
V.1, the posterior will decay to zero at every index outside the
set
B(ˆ` | `) := arg min
i∈Nm
K(s, ` || x, ˆ`; ξ1:n). (56)
Consider two cases. In both cases, the algorithm is run
assuming the same envelope ˆ`. The first case is a special
case in which ` = ˆ`, and in the second case ` is arbitrary.
Asymptotically, the support of the posterior is then contained
in B(ˆ` | ˆ`) and B(` | ˆ`) respectively. We now compare these
two sets.
Lemma V.1. Suppose that,
∀k ∈ Nn, ˆ`(cj , ξk) ≥ ˆ`(ci, ξk). (57)
Then
(58)K(s, ` || cj , ˆ`; ξ1:n) < K(s, ` || ci, ˆ`; ξ1:n)
=⇒ K(s, ˆ` || cj , ˆ`; ξ1:n) < K(s, ˆ` || ci, ˆ`; ξ1:n).
Proof. For ease of notation, let ωˆik := ˆ`(ci, ξk), zk := `(s, ξk)
and zˆk := ˆ`(s, ξk). Applying (55), we obtain[
K(s, ˆ` || cj , ˆ`; ξ1:n)−K(s, ˆ` || ci, ˆ`; ξ1:n)
]
−
[
K(s, ` || cj , ˆ`; ξ1:n)−K(s, ` || ci, ˆ`; ξ1:n)
]
=
n∑
k=1
µ(ωˆik, ωˆ
j
k, zˆk)−
n∑
k=1
µ(ωˆik, ωˆ
j
k, zk)
=
n∑
k=1
(zˆk − zk) ln
[
ωˆik(1− ωˆjk)
ωˆjk(1− ωˆik)
]
. (59)
By property (47), zˆk ≥ zk for all k. Furthermore, the
assumption (57) is equivalent to ωˆik ≤ ωˆjk for all k, which
then implies the RHS of (59) is non-positive. The result then
follows.
Proposition V.2. Let (ξk)k∈N be an n-periodic sequence such
that,
(60)∀i ∈ NM , ∃j ∈ B(` | ˆ`), ∀k ∈ Nn,
ˆ`(cj , ξk) ≥ ˆ`(ci, ξk).
Then B(ˆ` | ˆ`) ⊂ B(` | ˆ`).
Proof. Suppose i ∈ NM \ B(` | ˆ`). Then by assumption (60),
∃j ∈ B(` | ˆ`), ∀k ∈ Nn, ˆ`(cj , ξk) ≥ ˆ`(ci, ξk).
Definition (56) implies,
K(s, ` || cj , ˆ`; ξ1:n) < K(s, ` || ci, ˆ`; ξ1:n).
We can then apply Lemma V.1 to obtain
K(s, ˆ` || cj , ˆ`; ξ1:n) < K(s, ˆ` || ci, ˆ`; ξ1:n),
which implies i /∈ B(ˆ` | ˆ`). We have shown
B(` | ˆ`){ ⊂ B(ˆ` | ˆ`){, which is equivalent to the result.
Remark V.2. Proposition V.2 can be interpreted as follows.
Assuming the constraints (60) on ξk are satisfied, as long as ˆ`
remains an envelope for `, the limiting support of the posterior
cannot shrink compared to the case where ` = ˆ`. Thus, the
algorithm behaves conservatively in the limit. The result holds
even if ` is time-varying.
Remark V.3. When the envelope ˆ` is strictly decreasing with
distance from the source, the assumption (60) requires all the
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agents to be closer to some centre in B(` | ˆ`) than to the other
centres. This suggests a sensible strategy would be to drive the
agents towards the current MAP estimate (i.e. a maximiser of
the posterior).
VI. NUMERICAL EXAMPLE AND SIMULATION RESULTS
In this section, we examine a concrete example involving
the 2D localisation of an electromagnetic source. We present
simulation results to supplement the analytical results of the
previous sections, and to demonstrate the effectiveness of
the Bayesian estimation algorithm when used in the loop
with a control law that guides the agents towards D-optimal
measurement locations. Consider a source antenna located at
ground level, transmitting an RF signal of wavelength λ, with
input power PT and effective area AT . Suppose each agent
is a UAV equipped with a receiving antenna of effective area
AR. Given source location [ s0 ] ∈ R3, the power received by
an agent at location [ xz ] ∈ R3 can be modelled by the Friis
transmission formula [26]:
PR(s,x) =
ARATPT
λ2(‖s− x‖2+z2) .
We simulate a team of four agents, constrained to fly at a
constant altitude z > 0, with positions in the plane that evolve
according to
x˙i(t) = ui(t), (61)
where ui : [0,∞)→ R2 is the control signal applied to agent
i. An agent at location ξk ∈ R2 reports a binary measurement
dk by comparing the received power measured at time tk with
a threshold η > 0 according to
dk =
{
0, PR(s, ξk) +Wk < η
1, PR(s, ξk) +Wk ≥ η
,
where Wk ∼ N (0, σ2) accounts for sensor noise. The
probability-of-detection function is therefore given by
`(s,x) = Q
(
η − PR(s,x)
σ
)
,
where
Q(x) := 1√
2pi
∫ ∞
x
e−
u2
2 du
is the Q-function.
Suppose there is a maximum transmission delay of τ2 ≥ 0
seconds between the agents and the fusion centre. We ignore
the effects of packet drop, and constrain the agents to take
measurements synchronously every T > τ seconds. Recalling
that subscripts are assigned according to the order in which the
measurements arrive at the fusion centre, this implies
0 ≤ t1 = ... = t4 < t5 = t6 = ...,
where tk+4 − tk = T . The fusion centre processes all
four measurements pairs (ξk, dk), ..., (ξk+3, dk+3) within the
interval [tk, tk+ τ2 ]. It then computes the posterior mean
s¯k :=
M∑
j=1
pˆk(i | d1:k; ξ1:k)cj ,
which it transmits back to the agents. All agents then receive
s¯k no later than tk + τ , at which time they synchronously
update their local copies of the mean sˆi(tk + τ) = s¯k.
Thus, these local copies evolve in continuous-time according
to
sˆi(t) := s¯κ(t−τ),
where κ : [0,∞) → N, κ(t) := max{k | tk ≤ t}. The
posterior mean is used as an input to the controller proposed
below:
ui(xi, sˆi) = − (xi − sˆi − δi) (62)
where δi := r
[
cos θi
sin θi
]
is chosen according to (43) - (44).
This drives the agents towards the optimal locations dictated
by (46).
For the simulations below, the search region S is a 75 m × 75
m planar region (at ground level), and the source location is
sampled from the uniform distribution over S. We choose M
centres, aligned in a uniform grid over a 100 m × 100 m region
containing S at the centre. Parameter values are AR = AT =
1 m2, PT = 1 W, λ = 1 m, z = 10 m, η = 5× 10−3 W, σ =
2.5 × 10−3 W, T = 0.04 s and τ = 0.02 s, unless otherwise
stated. Each agent was initialized as shown in Figure 1a. A
uniform prior for the source location was used to initialize the
Bayesian updates.
To numerically examine the effects of discretisation on esti-
mation performance, for every M ∈ {102, 202, ..., 502} we
run 100 Monte Carlo trials and compute the RMS estimation
error ek by averaging ‖s¯k − s‖. A supplementary animation
of the simulation for M = 302 is available at https:
//youtu.be/l8Awf0KCt4s. The results are plotted in
Figure 1b for up to k = 1000 measurements. In practice, the
entropy hk of the posterior is a good indicator of convergence.
We approximately evaluate e∞ by computing the RMS error
at k = 1000, averaging only the trials for which h1000 < 1
nat. These results are recorded in Table I, and we observe that
e∞ decreases monotonically with grid spacing.
TABLE I: Asymptotic estimation error.
M = 102 202 302 402 502
Grid Spacing (m) 10 5 3.33 2.5 2
Approx. e∞ (m) 3.95 1.96 1.43 1.04 0.84
Trials with h1000 < 1 99 % 97 % 96 % 97% 98%
A. Comparison with other approaches
As mentioned in the introduction, we employ the same
Bayesian estimation algorithm adopted in [1], [2]. Here, we
compare its performance with the Fisher scoring (FS) approach
of [6] and the particle filtering approach in [18].
The complexity of the full ML estimator in [6] is O(q3k2)
for the kth measurement. The required memory grows lin-
early with k. Since this can be impractical for real-time
processing, [6] also proposes a real-time approximation, which
has complexity O(q3) per measurement and requires constant
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(a) History of measurement pairs (M = 302, units: m).
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Fig. 1: Simulation results
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memory. In contrast [14] establishes the complexity and mem-
ory requirements of our Bayesian method as both of O(M),
constant with respect to the number of measurements. Recall
that M is the number of centres. The RMS error obtained
by implementing the full ML estimator in [6] is plotted in
Figure 2a. This ML estimator is based on the Newton method,
and since the log-likelihood function for this problem is non-
concave, there are no convergence guarantees as k → ∞.
In the simulations, five Newton iterations are performed per
measurement. To facilitate a meaningful comparison between
the two approaches, the control-law (62) is also employed to
direct the agents under the ML approach, but with the posterior
mean sˆ replaced by the ML estimate.
Ozdemir et al. [18] employ a particle filter to estimate the
location of a moving source using binary measurements.
Specifically, they adopt sequential importance re-sampling
(SIR) [27, Algorithm 4]. As noted in the introduction, and
explained in [27, Footnote 5], such an approach is not well
suited to a stationary source. In particular, the re-sampling
step introduces additional complexity without improving per-
formance. The numerical results plotted in Figure 2a support
this claim.
B. Effect of control strategy
We now examine the effectiveness of the control strategy
(62), which drives the agents into the D-optimal geometries
defined by (46). In Figure 1b, the RMS estimation error of
the Bayesian algorithm with the control-law in the loop is
plotted against a scenario in which the agents remain fixed
at their initial positions (which are evenly spaced throughout
the environment). The motion of the agents significantly
increases the rate at which the estimation error decays. A
sample trajectory induced by the control law is plotted in
Figure 1a, along with the full history of measurement pairs
(ξk, dk).
C. Effect of inexact knowledge of probability of detec-
tion
To examine the effect of inexact knowledge of `, we fix the
assumed value of the transmitted power at PˆT = 5W , and vary
the true value PT between 1 W and 5 W. Thus the assumed
probability-of-detection function ˆ` remains an envelope for `.
We use M = 202 grid points for the simulations. Consistent
with the strategy proposed in Remark V.3, we modify the
control law (62) by replacing sˆ with the MAP estimate. This
time, the angles θi are chosen according to (43), but we set
r = 2.5 m so that the agents are driven to converge to points
that are closer to the MAP estimate than the other centres.
The results of 100 Monte Carlo trials are plotted in Figure 2b.
We observe a graceful degradation in RMS estimation error
for PT ≥ 3 W, but the estimator ceases to be effective when
the transmitted power falls to 2 W or less.
VII. CONCLUSION
The localisation of a stationary source using binary measure-
ments is addressed in this paper. The adopted estimation pro-
cedure discretises the search region into a finite set of centres,
and uses a Bayesian update rule to maintain a posterior over
these centres. A theoretical analysis of this discrete posterior
is presented. Conditions on the sequence of measurement
locations are derived which guarantee posterior consistency
when the source is coincident with a centre. The more general
case of an arbitrarily located source is studied by restricting
attention to periodic measurement location sequences. In this
case, the algorithm asymptotically selects the indices of centres
which minimise KL divergence from the true measurement
probability distribution. The results described above hold for
general, continuous probability-of-detection functions. Spe-
cific results are also derived for range-dependent probability-
of-detection functions.
The design of D-optimal measurement locations with re-
spect to the Bayesian Information Matrix is also formulated
mathematically. Although obtaining an analytic solution is
intractable, a relaxed version of the problem is proposed,
which maximises the Fisher Information determinant about
the expected source location. The FIM for a range-dependent
probability of detection is then derived, and a closed-form
solution is established to a constrained version of the resulting
optimisation problem. The effect of having inexact knowledge
of the probability-of-detection function is examined by as-
suming knowledge of an envelope for the function. Under
certain conditions, the asymptotic support of the posterior
is shown to be no smaller than when the true probability-
of-detection function coincides with the assumed envelope.
Finally, a numerical example is simulated to supplement the
theoretical results. A control strategy is proposed to guide
the agents into the D-optimal measurement locations, and a
comparison of the algorithm with the approaches of [6], [18]
is also presented.
There are several promising directions for future work, in-
cluding extending the algorithm to deal with multiple and/or
moving targets. The closed-loop properties of the system
should also be studied theoretically, and control strategies
developed that are time-optimal and/or guarantee consistency.
The works [28], [29] may also offer insight into designing it-
erative methods for solving (32) directly. Finally, a distributed
implementation of the algorithm should be considered, while
incorporating the effects of transmission delay, asynchronous
updates, and packet drop.
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APPENDIX A
INFINITE PRODUCTS OF RANDOM VARIABLES
This appendix contains some results concerning the
convergence of infinite products of random variables,
on which the rest of the paper relies.
Lemma A.1. Let (Wk)k∈N be a sequence of independent
random variables such that E[Wk] = 0 for all k. If the
sequence is bounded, that is
∃M > 0 s.t. ∀k, |Wk|< M,
then
∀p > 1
2
, lim
n→∞
1
np
n∑
k=1
Wk = 0 a.s..
Proof. The sequence Wk is bounded, and therefore there exists
C > 0 such that Var[Xk] ≤ C for all k. Let p > 12 , and note
that E [k−pWk] = 0 and Var [k−pWk] ≤ k−2pC. This implies
∀n,
n∑
k=1
Var
[
Wk
kp
]
≤
n∑
k=1
C
k2p
.
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Now 2p > 1, and therefore
∑∞
k=1 Var [k
−pWk] <∞ by [30,
Theorem 3.28]. Applying [32, Theorem 12.2] yields
∞∑
k=1
Wk
kp
<∞ a.s.,
and Kroneckers’ Lemma [32, Lemma 12.7] then implies the
result.
Corollary A.2. Let (Xk)k∈N be a sequence of independent,
bounded random variables. Then
∀p > 1
2
, lim sup
n→∞
1
np
n∑
k=1
Xk = lim sup
n→∞
1
np
n∑
k=1
E[Xk] a.s..
Proof. Letting Wk := Xk − E[Xk], the result follows from
Lemma A.1.
Lemma A.3. Let (Zk)k∈N be a sequence of independent
random variables for which there exist α, β > 0 such that
Zk ∈ [α, β] for all k. If there exists p > 12 such that
lim sup
n→∞
1
np
n∑
k=1
E[lnZk] < 0, (63)
then
lim
n→∞
n∏
k=1
Zk = 0 a.s.
Proof. The random variable lnZk ∈ [lnα, lnβ] ⊂ (0,∞). For
any p > 12 ,
lim sup
n→∞
1
np
ln
(
n∏
k=1
Zk
)
= lim sup
n→∞
1
np
n∑
k=1
lnZk
= lim sup
n→∞
1
np
n∑
k=1
E[lnZk] a.s.
by Corollary A.2. Suppose (63) holds, and fix a realisation
(Zk)k∈N for which
c := lim sup
n→∞
1
np
n∑
k=1
E[lnZk] < 0.
This implies there exists N ∈ N such that 1np ln (
∏n
k=1 Zk) <
c
2 < 0 for all n > N , and thus
∀n > N, ln
(
n∏
k=1
Zk
)
<
npc
2
< 0.
This in turn implies ln (
∏n
k=1 Zk)→ −∞ as n→∞, which
yields the result.
Lemma A.4. Let (Zk)k∈N be a sequence of independent
random variables for which there exist α, β > 0 such that
Zk ∈ [α, β] for all k. Let γn :=
∑n
k=1 E [lnZk]. If
γn√
n
→ −∞, (64)
then for any  > 0, there exists K ∈ N such that
∀n > K, Pr
(
n∏
k=1
Zk ≥ 
)
≤ exp
(
− 2 (ln − γn)
2
n(lnβ − lnα)2
)
.
(65)
Proof. Let Xk := ln(Zk), and define Sn :=
∑n
k=1Xk. The
Xk are independent, and therefore
E[Sn] =
n∑
k=1
E [lnZk] = γn.
Note that
∏n
k=1 Zk = exp(Sn), and therefore(
n∏
k=1
Zk ≥ 
)
⇐⇒ (Sn ≥ ln ) ,
where  > 0. Therefore for any  > 0,
Pr
(
n∏
k=1
Zk ≥ 
)
= Pr
(
Sn − γn
n
≥ ln − γn
n
)
. (66)
If (64) holds, then
∀ > 0, ∃K ∈ N s.t. ∀n > K, γn < ln ,
and therefore
ln − γn
n
> 0 for all n > K. Furthermore,
Xk ∈ [ln(α), ln(β)] for all k. We can therefore apply Hoeffd-
ing’s inequality [31, Theorem 2] for all n ≥ K:
Pr
(
Sn − γn
n
≥ ln()− γn
n
)
≤ exp
(
− 2(ln − γn)
2
n(lnβ − lnα)2
)
.
Combining this with (66) gives us (65).
APPENDIX B
FISHER INFORMATION
A general expression for the FIM in Section IV is derived
below, based on the likelihood function g defined in (1). The
log-likelihood gradient is given by
∇s ln g(dk | s; ξk) =
∇sg(dk | s; ξk)
g(dk | s; ξk)
=
[∇s`(s, ξk)
`(s, ξk)
]dk [ ∇s`(s, ξk)
`(s, ξk)− 1
]1−dk
=
∇s`(s, ξk)
(−1)1−dk [`(s, ξk)]dk [1− `(s, ξk)]1−dk
,
and its Hessian,
∇2s ln g(dk | s; ξk) =
∂
∂s
[∇s ln g(dk | s; ξk)]
=
[
`(s, ξk)∇2s`(s, ξk)−∇s`(s, ξk)∇>s `(s, ξk)
`(s, ξk)
2
]dk
·
[
[`(s, ξk)− 1]∇2s`(s, ξk)−∇s`(s, ξk)∇>s `(s, ξk)
[1− `(s, ξk)]2
]1−dk
=
∇2s`(s, ξk)
(−1)1−dk [`(s, ξk)]dk [1− `(s, ξk)]1−dk
− ∇s`(s, ξk)∇s`(s, ξk)
>
[`(s, ξk)]
2dk [1− `(s, ξk)]2(1−dk)
.
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The FIM for a single reading is then
J(s; ξk) = −E
[∇2s ln g(dk | s; ξk)]
= −
∑
d∈{0,1}
g(d | s; ξk)∇2s ln g(d | s; ξk)
= −`(s, ξk)
[
`(s, ξk)∇2s`(s, ξk)−∇s`(s, ξk)∇>s `(s, ξk)
`(s, ξk)
2
]
− [1− `(s, ξk)]
[
[`(s, ξk)− 1]∇2s`(s, ξk)−∇s`(s, ξk)∇>s `(s, ξk)
[1− `(s, ξk)]2
]
=
∇s`(s, ξk)∇s`(s, ξk)>
`(s, ξk)[1− `(s, ξk)]
.
